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1 |  INTRODUCTION

In‐band full duplex (IFD) enables simultaneous transmission 
and reception (STR) of radio frequency signals at the same 
frequency band (referred to as in‐band STR hereafter) by 
cancelling self‐interference (SI). Recent advances in SI can-
cellation (SIC) technologies have made it possible to reduce 
the residual SI after SIC to the level of background noise 
[1‒4]. Owing to state‐of‐the‐art SIC technologies, the spec-
tral efficiency of IFD communication is shown to improve 
up to twice as much as that in conventional half‐duplex (HD) 
communications.

In‐band STR enabled by IFD has motivated studies ap-
plying IFD to the area of physical layer security (PHYSEC). 
In a multiuser environment, the in‐band STR of an IFD is 

generally known to degrade network performance, despite 
the benefit of doubling the spectral efficiency of a trans-
mission link. This is because the in‐band STR in a mul-
tiuser environment causes co‐channel interference (CCI) 
between communicating users [5], or between a backhaul 
link and an access link [6]. However, from a PHYSEC per-
spective, the CCI yielded by the in‐band STR of IFD can 
be used to protect the information of legitimate users from 
eavesdropping [7‒19]. As studied in [7‒9], a legitimate 
receiver operating in IFD can transmit a jamming signal 
while receiving the information transmitted from a legit-
imate transmitter. When the information of the legitimate 
transmitter is received by an eavesdropper, this jamming 
signal causes CCI on the receive (Rx) signal of the eaves-
dropper, preventing the legitimate information from being 
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eavesdropped. In [10‒13], IFD is applied in a bi‐directional 
IFD (BD‐IFD) communication environment where two le-
gitimate users operating in IFD exchange their data. In this 
case, the transmit (Tx) signals of the two IFD legitimate 
users are received by an eavesdropper simultaneously. 
Therefore, the Tx signal of a legitimate user acts as a jam-
ming signal that prevents the information transmitted by 
another legitimate user from being eavesdropped, and vice 
versa. Furthermore, the system level performance with the 
IFD‐aided PHYSEC was analyzed using stochastic geom-
etry with various system setups [14‒17]. In the presence 
of an adversary exploiting IFD for both eavesdropping and 
jamming attack simultaneously, [18] and [19] studied strat-
egies to maximize the secrecy capacity by minimizing the 
effects of the jamming attack.

In the previous studies [10‒17] dealing with PHYSEC 
in BD‐IFD communications, it was assumed that the data 
traffic is the same in both directions of IFD communica-
tion links (ie, it is symmetric). However, for practical bi‐
directional data communication services, the data traffic is 
typically different in the two directions of data links that 
is it is asymmetric. As reported in [20], which analyzes 
the traffic of downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) in cellular 
environment, the DL traffic accounts for 66%–95% of the 
entire data traffic, whereas the UL traffic accounts for only 
5%–33%. In BD‐IFD communications, the problem caused 
by such a traffic asymmetry is even more critical. This is 
because, in IFD communication, time and frequency re-
sources allocated to the two data transmission links are 
always the same. When traffic in the two directions of 
data links in BD‐IFD communication is asymmetric, a part 
of the resources available in the link carrying less traffic 
cannot be used for data transmission and are thus wasted. 
This results in significant degradation of the gain in spec-
tral efficiency caused by the in‐band STR [21‒23]. In the 
scenario considered in [10‒17], given a traffic asymmetry 
resulting in a waste of resources in one of the two links, 
the previous studies provided no guidance as to how to use 
these remaining resources and how the corresponding per-
formance changes in this case.

To tackle the problem resulting from such a traffic 
asymmetry, in this paper, we propose a scheme referred 
to as simultaneously transmitted jamming (ST‐jamming). 
The proposed scheme is to be used for BD‐IFD commu-
nication between two legitimate users that exchange dif-
ferent amounts of confidential information with each 
other through orthogonal‐frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) modulation in the presence of an eavesdropper. 
To prevent eavesdropping, each legitimate user transmits 
a jamming sequence using a part of the total available 
resources given to it that remain unused for data trans-
mission owing to the traffic asymmetry. To this end, we 
propose a method in which each legitimate user transmits 

data samples and jamming samples together in one OFDM 
symbol according to the given traffic asymmetry. In addi-
tion to the CCI occurring in the Rx signal of the eavesdrop-
per owing to the in‐band STR of the two legitimate users, 
the jamming samples inserted into each OFDM symbol 
further improve PHYSEC.

In particular, the proposed scheme is effective for pro-
tecting the information of the link transmitting more traffic 
in BD‐IFD communication. Consider a part of the resources 
that are not used for data transmission on the link carrying 
less traffic. Information transmitted using these resources on 
the link that carries greater traffic cannot be protected from 
eavesdropping because it is received by the eavesdropper 
without any CCI. In contrast, in the proposed scheme, all the 
resources in both links are used to transmit either informa-
tion or jamming signals, regardless of the amount of traffic. 
Therefore, the Rx signals of the eavesdropper received from 
both directions always undergo interference, and the informa-
tion on the link carrying greater traffic can also be protected 
from eavesdropping.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as 
follows. We first propose encoding and decoding schemes for 
ST‐jamming to be used by the legitimate users. In addition, 
we study a transceiver structure of the legitimate users in-
cluding a baseband modem uniquely designed for the use of 
ST‐jamming. The operations of an eavesdropper for wiretap-
ping the information of legitimate users are then described. 
Based on these operations, we analyze the amount of infor-
mation of the legitimate users that is leaked to the eavesdrop-
per. Finally, to show the effectiveness of ST‐jamming, the 
amount of information leaked is demonstrated quantitatively 
through simulations.

T A B L E  1  Nomenclatures

HD Half‐duplex

IFD In‐band full‐duplex

CCI Co‐channel interference

SI Self‐interference

SIC Self‐interference cancellation

PHYSEC Physical layer security

OFDM Orthogonal‐frequency division multiplexing

CP Cyclic prefix

FFT Fast Fourier transform

IFFT Inverse fast Fourier transform

DL Downlink

UL Uplink

CSCG Circularly symmetric complex Gaussian

i.i.d Independent and identically distributed
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Table 1 shows the nomenclatures used in this paper. Here, 
IN and 0N indicate an N × N identity matrix and N × 1 zero 
vector, respectively. A diagonal matrix whose diagonal en-
tries consist of a vector x is denoted by diag(x). In addition, 
FFTN( ⋅ ) and IFFTN( ⋅ ) represent the N‐point FFT and IFFT, 
respectively. Furthermore,  (�,�) denotes the distribution 
of CSCG random vector, whose mean vector and covariance 
matrix are given by ν and Σ, respectively. Finally, �[ ⋅ ] and ϕ 
represent statistical expectation and an empty set, respectively.

2 |  SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 shows the PHYSEC system considered in this study. 
This system consists of two single‐antenna legitimate users 
and a single‐antenna eavesdropper. The two legitimate users 
are denoted as Alice and Bob, whereas the eavesdropper is 
denoted by Eve. Alice and Bob operate in IFD for BD‐IFD 
communication. In contrast, Eve operates in HD and only re-
ceives the signals transmitted by Alice and Bob to wiretap 
their confidential information.

Recent advances in SIC technologies have shown that the 
residual SI after SIC in an IFD transceiver can reach the level 
of the background noise (hereafter denoted by perfect SIC) 
[1‒4]. In particular, the SIC techniques in [1] and [2] de-
signed for IFD communication based on OFDM modulation 
remove the SI directly from the time‐domain Rx signal be-
tween the baseband (BB) OFDM Tx modem and BB OFDM 
Rx modem of the IFD transceiver, as shown in Figure 2.1  
This allows the SIC functionality to be isolated from the BB 
Tx modem and the BB Rx modem so that the SIC function 
operates independently of the operations of these modems. In 
other words, the SIC block can be implemented between the 
BB Tx modem and BB Rx modem without any modification 
of structures or functions of these modems. Hereafter, we as-
sume that the SIC techniques in [1] and [2] are exploited at 
the IFD transceivers of both Alice and Bob to remove the SI 
in time domain between the BB Tx modem and BB Rx 
modem. Furthermore, perfect SIC is assumed at both Alice 
and Bob, and hence, the effect of SI is neglected.

Alice and Bob are required to transmit Ma and Mb data 
symbols, respectively, according to their respective traffic re-
quirements. The Ma data symbols of Alice and the Mb data 
symbols of Bob are transmitted through time‐domain Tx sig-
nals denoted by vectors xa and xb, respectively. Both xa and xb 
consist of N time samples, where N ≥ Ma and N ≥ Mb. For 
both xa and xb, some of the N time samples correspond to data 
samples, whereas the rest correspond to jamming samples. 

The data samples of xa are used to transmit Ma data symbols 
of Alice, whereas those of xb are used to transmit Mb data 
symbols of Bob.

In Figure 1, impulse responses of the wireless channels 
from/to Alice to/from Bob are denoted by hab and hba, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the impulse responses of the wireless 
channels from Alice and Bob to Eve are denoted as ga and gb, 
respectively. It is assumed that Alice and Bob have perfect in-
formation of hba and hab, respectively, whereas they both have 
no information of either ga or gb. In contrast, Eve has perfect 
information of both ga and gb, whereas it has no information 
of either hba or hab.

Assuming perfect SIC at both Alice and Bob, the BB 
equivalent expressions of the Rx signals at Alice and Bob are 
given, respectively, by 

with za and zb denoting the received noise vectors at Alice 
and Bob, respectively, where za ∼  (0N , �aIN) and 
zb ∼  (0N , �bIN). Furthermore, the BB equivalent expres-
sion of the Rx signal at Eve is given by 

with ze denoting the received noise vector at Eve, where 
ze ∼  (0N , �eIN). Owing to the in‐band STR of both Alice 
and Bob, as shown in (2), transmission of xa by Alice acts 
as a CCI when Eve receives xb transmitted by Bob, and vice 
versa. This helps to protect the confidential information of 
both Alice and Bob in the physical layer. In addition, the 

1 These SIC techniques remove the SI between the OFDM BB Tx and Rx 
modems of an IFD transceiver by using a preamble inserted in front of the 
data symbols to be transmitted. Please refer to [1] and [2] for details of 
these SIC techniques.

(1)
ya =hba×xb+za,

yb =hab×xa+zb,

(2)ye =ga×xa+gb×xb+ze,
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jamming samples included in xa and xb help further improv-
ing PHYSEC.

3 |  ENCODING AND DECODING 
AT LEGITIMATE USERS

In this section, we study an encoding scheme and the corre-
sponding decoding scheme for ST‐jamming at the legitimate 
users for given values of N, Ma, and Mb. As assumed in Section 
2, SIC is performed independently of the operations of the BB 
Tx and BB Rx modems by exploiting the SIC technology in [1] 
and [2]. Therefore, we focus only on the encoding in the BB Tx 
modem and the decoding in the BB Rx modem for ST‐jamming 
without detailed description of SIC.

Alice and Bob share a common lookup table   in which 
each row consists of different permutations of time sample 
indices (ie, 0 ∼ N − 1). The set of time sample indices in the 
i‐th row of   is denoted by �

i
= {�

i
(0), … , �

i
(N−1)}.

Before Alice and Bob transmit their respective Tx signals, 
they exchange (Ma, ia) and (Mb, ib), which are sets of two non‐
negative numbers, respectively. Based on the knowledge of Ma, 
Mb, ia, and ib, both Alice and Bob generate four sets 

subject to (a ∩ a) = (b ∩ b) = � and 
(a ∪ a) = (b ∪ b) = {0, … , N − 1}. For this purpose, 
each element of a, b, a, and b is given, respectively, by 

Note that the encoding and decoding processes at Alice 
and Bob are equivalent. Therefore, in this section, we only 
address the encoding and decoding processes at Alice for the 
simplicity of presentation.

3.1 | Encoding legitimate transmit signal
Figure 3 shows the operations in the BB Tx modem at Alice 
to generate the time‐domain Tx signal xa including both data 

and jamming samples. First, Ma data symbols are generated 
in frequency domain as Wa = [Wa(0), … , Wa(Ma − 1)]T, 
where �[|Wa(i)|2] = Pa, ∀i = 0, … , Ma − 1. From Wa, we 
have wa = [wa(0), … , wa(Ma − 1)]T, obtained as 

with AM denoting an M‐point IFFT matrix whose element at 
the i‐th row and k‐th column, AM(i, k), is given by 

Then, xa is generated with a mixture of wa given  
in (5)   and the jamming sequence given by 
qa = [qa(0), … , qa(N − Ma − 1)]T. Using a and a given 
in (3) and (4), xa = [xa(0), … , xa(N − 1)]T is obtained from 
wa and qa as 

As shown in (7), a and a represent sets of indices through 
which wa and qa are inserted into xa, respectively.
Lemma 1 (Distribution of time‐domain OFDM sig-
nal)With N → ∞, the statistical distribution of wa is given by 
wa ∼  (0Ma

, PaIMa
).

Proof.  Please refer to [24].      ■

Proposition 1 (Distribution of jamming sequence)With 
qa ∼  (0N−Ma

, PaIN−Ma
), xa obtained using (7)  is observed 

to be a single CSCG sequence.

Proof.  From Lemma 1, wa and qa are statistically identical 
when qa is set to be qa ∼  (0, PaIN−Ma

). As xa is a mixture 
of two statistically identical sequences wa and qa, the distri-
butions of wa, qa, and xa are statistically identical.      ■

The generation of xa according to Proposition 1 makes it 
difficult to distinguish the data part in xa from the jamming 
part in xa. After xa is generated, CP is added as in conven-
tional OFDM systems, and then transmitted to Bob.2  At Bob, 
xb is generated through the same procedures in (5)–(7), with 
Ma, Wa, a, and a replaced by Mb, Wb, b, and b, 
respectively.

3.2 | Decoding legitimate receive signal
Figure 4 shows the operations in the BB Rx modem at Alice 
to obtain the data symbols transmitted by Bob by removing 

(3)
l ={dl(0), … , dl(Ml−1)}, l∈{a, b},

l ={jl(0), … , jl(N−Ml−1)}, l∈{a, b},

(4)
dl(n)= �il

(n), 0≤n≤Ml−1, l∈{a, b},

jl(n)= �il
(n+Ml), 0≤n≤N−Ml−1, l∈{a, b}.

(5)wa = IFFTMa
(Wa)=AMa

Wa,

(6)AM(i, k)=
1

√

M
e

j
2�

M
ik

, ∀i, k=0, … , M−1.

(7)xa(k)=

{

wa(i), if k∈a and k=da(i),

qa(i), if k∈a and k= ja(i).

2 Strictly speaking, the number of time samples in xa is N + NCP, where 
NCP denotes the number of time samples included in CP. However, for 
notational brevity, NCP is ignored later hereafter as in Equation and .F I G U R E  3  Operations in baseband Tx modem at Alice and Bob
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the jamming samples from ya.
3  By applying N‐point FFT, the 

frequency‐domain representation of ya in (1) is attained as 

where Hba = diag([Hab(0), … , Hab(N − 1)]T ) is a diagonal 
matrix whose diagonal entries consist of 

Furthermore, Xb and Za are given, respectively, by 

where BN denotes the N‐point FFT matrix whose element at 
the i‐th row and k‐th column, BN(i, k), is given by 

We have Za ∼  (0N , �aIN) because FFT of a CSCG random 
sequence is still a CSCG random sequence with the same sta-
tistical properties. Based on the knowledge of Hba, the effect of 
the wireless channel is equalized in frequency domain as 

where Z̃a = H−1
ba

Za. For the channel‐equalized Rx signal Ỹa 
in (12), we can obtain the time‐domain expression as 

with z̃a = ANZ̃a. By removing the jamming samples 
from ỹa in  (13) based on the knowledge of b, we have 
ȳa = [ȳa(0), … , ȳa(Mb − 1)]T, where 

We denote z̄a = [z̄a(0), … , z̄a(Mb − 1)]T with z̄a(k)’s given in 
(14). Then, we can obtain the frequency‐domain data symbols 
transmitted by Bob, Wb = [Wb(0), … , Wb(Mb − 1)]T, as 

where Z̄a = BMb
z̄a. Note that Wb can only be recovered prop-

erly from ya if Mb and b are perfectly known. Although xb 
is also received by Eve as in (2), the jamming sequences in-
cluded in xb prevent the recovery of Wb at Eve, unless Eve 
does not have perfect knowledge of both Mb and b. The fre-
quency‐domain data symbols transmitted by Alice, Wa, can 
be obtained equivalently from (8)–(15) at Bob, with yb, Mb, 
and b replaced by ya, Ma, and a, respectively.

Remark  In this section, for the purpose of generalization, 
the proposed ST‐jamming scheme is described for the general 
values Ma and Mb. However, the proposed scheme is partic-
ularly valid for a special case where the asymmetry between 
the traffic of Alice and the traffic of Bob is given such that 
Ma = N and Mb < N. In this case, N − Mb jamming samples 
are inserted only in xb but no jamming sample is inserted in 
xa. Therefore, both Alice and Bob can transmit all of their 
required data traffic without loss of data rate.

4 |  EAVESDROPPING AND 
LEAKAGE OF INFORMATION AT 
EAVESDROPPER

In this section, we first describe the operations at Eve under-
taken to wiretap the confidential information of Alice and 
Bob. We then quantify the leakage of the confidential infor-
mation of the legitimate users at Eve. Note that the Rx op-
erations of Eve undertaken to eavesdrop on the confidential 
information transmitted by Alice are equivalent to those un-
dertaken to eavesdrop on the confidential information trans-
mitted by Bob. Therefore, in this section, we study the Rx 
operations of Eve and the corresponding information leakage 
only for the case where Eve attempts to eavesdrop on Alice’s 
confidential information.

4.1 | Receiver structure and 
operations of eve
The receiver structure of Eve is similar to that shown in 
Figure 4, but there are several differences. First, “Digital SI 
Canceller” in Figure 4 is not implemented because Eve only 
receives the signals transmitted from Alice and Bob with-
out transmitting its own signal. Therefore, the output of the 
analog‐to‐digital converter (which is the input of the “Digital 
SI Canceller” block in Figure 4) is thus directly fed into the 
“CP Removal” block. In addition, Eve can have different re-
ceiver structures depending on its knowledge of the jamming 
insertion behavior at Alice and/or Bob. If Eve does not know 
the jamming insertion behavior of (7), the receiver structure 
of Eve is equivalent to that of a typical OFDM receiver where 3 In Figure 3, (a) and (b) are used later to describe the Rx operations of Eve.

(8)Ya =HbaXb+Zb,

(9)
[

Hab(0), … , Hab)(N−1)
]T

=FFTN(hba).

(10)
Xb =BNxb,

Za =BNza,

(11)BN(i, k)=
1

√

N
e
−j

2�

N
ik

, ∀i, k=0, … , N−1.

(12)Ỹa =H−1
ba

Ya =Xb+ Z̃a,

(13)ỹa =ANỸa =xb+ z̃a,

(14)

ȳa(k) = ỹa(i), if i=db(k)∈b,

= xb(i)+ z̃a(i), if i=db(k)∈b,

=wb(k)+ z̄a(k).

(15)Ȳa =BMb
ȳa =Wb+ Z̄a,

F I G U R E  4  Operations in baseband Rx modem at Alice and Bob
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(a) and (b) in Figure 4 are directly connected. If Eve knows 
that Alice and Bob insert jamming samples into their own Tx 
signals as given in (7), the receiver structure of Eve is equiva-
lent to that in Figure 4 except for not exploiting the “Digital 
SI Canceller” block. Hereafter, we focus only on the latter 
case where Eve has the knowledge of the jamming insertion 
behavior of the legitimate users whose a special case with 
Ma = N is equivalent to the former case in terms of perfor-
mance analysis.

When Eve eavesdrops on the data transmitted by Alice, 
the Tx signal of Bob received at Eve is treated as background 
noise. Accordingly, the Rx signal at Eve in (2) can be mod-
ified as 

where the effective noise ze
′ is given by ze

� = gb×xb + ze. 
From (16), we have the frequency‐domain description of the 
Rx signal at Eve after the CP removal and N‐point FFT as 

where Xa = B
N

xa, Ga = diag(FFTN(ga)), and Ze
� = BNZe

�.  
We then have the time‐domain expression of the channel‐
equalized Rx signal at Eve, given by 

with z̃e = [z̃e(0), … , z̃e(N − 1)]T = ANG−1
a

Ze
�.

Eve may not have perfect information of Ma, a, and a. 
Instead, Eve has a value 0 ≤ La ≤ N − 1 corresponding to Ma.  
Furthermore, Eve has two sets e,a and e,a corresponding to 
a and a, respectively, where e,a and e,a are given by 

subject to e,a ∩ e,a = � and e,a ∪ e,a = {0, … , N − 1}.  
In this case, Eve assumes that Alice uses the set of time samples 
defined in e,a to transmit La data symbols while transmitting 
the jamming samples using the set of time samples defined in 
e,a. Note that La, e,a, and e,a are not necessarily the same as 
Ma, a, and a, respectively, because Eve may not have perfect 
information of Ma, a, and a. From (18) and (19),  we obtain 
ȳe = [ȳe(0), … , ȳe(La − 1)]T, where 

from which we have 

The processes undertaken by Eve to wiretap the confi-
dential information of Bob are equivalent to those in (16)–
(21), except that ye in (16) is modified by ye = gb×xb + ze

�, 

where ze
� = ga × xa + ze. Furthermore, Xa and Ga in (17) are 

replaced by Xb = BNxb and Gb = diag(FFTN(gb)), respec-
tively. Finally, a new value Lb and new sets e,b and e,b may 
be employed instead of La, e,b, and e,b, respectively.

4.2 | Leakage of legitimate information 
at eve
The confidential information transmitted from Alice that is 
leaked to Eve can be quantified by analyzing the mutual in-
formation (MI) between the Tx signal of Alice and the Rx 
signal of Eve. However, it is difficult to analyze the MI di-
rectly from (21). This is because xa in (21) includes both data 
samples and jamming samples corresponding to xa and qa, 
respectively. Therefore, we alternatively express xa as 

where x̃a,w = [x̃a,w(0), … , x̃a,w(N − 1)]T with 

and x̃a,q = [x̃a,q(0), … , x̃a,q(N − 1)]T with 

Accordingly, ỹe in (18) can be modified as 

from which we have ȳe after (20)  as 

where x̄
La

a,w = [x̄
La

a,w(0), … , x̄
La

a,w(La − 1)]Tand x̄
La

a,q = [x̄
La

a,q(0), … , x̄
La

a,q(La − 1)]T 
are given, respectively, by 

Furthermore, z̄La = [z̄La (0), … , z̄La (La − 1)]T with 

Therefore, from (25)–(28), Ȳe in (21) can be modified as 

where BLa
x̄

La

a,w, BLa
x̄

La

a,q, and BLa
z̄La represent the information 

transmitted by Alice, interference caused by inserting jam-
ming sequences, and the sum of background noise and the 
CCI caused by in‐band STR with Bob, respectively.

(16)ye =ga×xa+ze
�,

(17)Ye =Ga×Xa+Ze
�,

(18)ỹe =ANG−1
a

Ye =xa+ z̃e,

(19)
e,a ={de,a(0), … , de,a(La−1)},

e,a ={je,a(0), … , je,a(N−La−1)},

(20)ȳe(k)= ỹe(i), if i=db(k)∈e,a,

(21)Ȳe =BLa
ȳe =BLa

xa+BLa
z̃e.

(22)xa = x̃a,w+ x̃a,q,

(23)x̃a,w(k)=

{

wa(i), if k∈a, and k=da(i),

0, if k∈a, and k= ja(i),

(24)x̃a,q(k)=

{

0, if k∈a, and k=da(i),

qa(i), if k∈a, and k= ja(i).

(25)ỹe = x̃a,w+ x̃a,q+ z̃e,

(26)ȳe = x̄
La

a,w+ x̄
La

a,q+ z̄La ,

(27)x̄
La

a,w(k) = x̃a,w(i), if i=db(k)∈e,a,

x̄
La

a,q(k) = x̃a,q(i), if i=db(k)∈e,a.

(28)z̄La (k)= z̃e(i), if i=db(k)∈e,a.

(29)Ȳe =BLa
x̄

La

a,w+BLa
x̄

La

a,q+BLa
z̄La ,
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4.2.1 | Legitimate information
We first define a set a,w = {la,w(0), … , la,w(Lw − 1)} = a ∩ e,a,  
having Lw elements. Here, Lw represents the number of time 
samples that Eve recognizes as data samples among the time 
samples in xa corresponding to wa. In addition, a,w denotes 
the set of indices where the time samples that Eve recognizes 
as data samples are located within xa. Therefore, BLa

x̄
La

a,w in 
(29)  can be expressed as 

where x̂Lw

a,w
 and B̂

Lw

La
 are given, respectively, by 

 

with bLa
(i) denoting the i‐the column vector of BLa

.
Note that x̂Lw

a,w
 is a part of wa selected by the set of indices 

a,w. Therefore, x̂Lw

a,w
 can also be expressed as 

where Â
Lw

Ma
= [(aMa

(la,w(0)))T , … , (aMa
(la,w(Lw−1)))T ]T, with 

aMa
(i) denoting the i‐th row vector of AMa

. From  (30) and 
(33), BLa

x̄
La

a,w in (29) can be equivalently expressed as 

4.2.2 | Effect of jamming sequence inserted 
in Tx signal
We also define a set 
a,q = {la,q(0), … , la,q(Lq − 1)} = a ∩ e,a, having Lq ele-
ments. Here, Lq represents the number of time samples that 
Eve recognizes as jamming samples among the time samples 
in xa corresponding to wa. In addition, a,q denotes the set of 
indices where these samples are located within xa. Therefore, 
BLa

x̄
La

a,q in (29) can be expressed as 

where x̂Lq

a,q and B̂
Lq

La
 are given, respectively, by 

 

Note that x̂Lq

a,q ∼  (0Lq
, PaILq

) because it is obtained by 
picking Lq samples of qa ∼  (0N , PaIN). As QLa

a
 is a linear 

transform of x̂Lq

a,q with �[QLa

a
] = B̂

Lq

La
(�[x̂

Lq

a,q]) = 0La
, we have 

QLa

a
∼  (0La

,�
La

a ), where 

4.2.3 | Effect of CCI and background noise
From Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, xb can be regarded as 
xb ∼  (0, PbIN). Therefore, we have 

where z�
e
= gb × xb + ze as given in  (16). As Z�

e
= BNz�

e
 in 

(17),  z̃e in (18) and (25) can also be expressed as 

We define a set of indices z such that 

After selecting La samples from ỹe according to (20), z̄La 
given in (26) and (28) can then be equivalently expressed as 

where Ā
La

N
= [(aN(la,w(0)))T , … , (aN(la,w(La−1)))T ]T, with 

aN(i) denoting the i‐th row vector of AN. The frequency‐do-
main representation of z̄La is then given by 

where Z̄e ∼  (0La
, De,aSe,aDH

e,a
) with 

 

4.2.4 | MI between legitimate Tx signal and 
Rx signal at eve
From (34), (35), and (43), Ȳe in (29) can be equivalently ex-
pressed as 

where C̄La

Ma
= B̂

Lw

La
Â

Lw

Ma
. Note that the system described with 46 

is equivalent to a Gaussian multiple‐input multiple‐output 
channel where Wa, Ȳe, C̄

La

Ma
, and (QLa

a
+ Z̄e) correspond to the 

input, output, channel, and noise, respectively. Therefore, 
given a and e,a (thus a,w) with Ga, the MI between the Tx 
signal of Alice and the Rx signal at Eve is given by 

(30)BLa
x̄

La

a,w = B̂
Lw

La
x̂Lw

a,w
,

(31)x̂Lw

a,w
=
[

wa(la,w(0)),… ,wa

(

la,w(Lw−1)
)]T

.

(32)B̂
Lw

La
= [bLa

(la,w(0)),… ,bLa
(la,w(Lw−1))],

(33)x̂Lw

a,w
= Â

Lw

Ma
W,

(34)BLa
x̄

La

a,w = B̂
Lw

La
Â

Lw

Ma
W.

(35)BLa
x̄

La

a,q = B̂
Lq

La
x̂

Lq

a,q =QLa

a
,

(36)x̂
Lq

a,q = [qa(la,q(0)), … , qa(la,q(Lq−1))]T ,

(37)B̂
Lq

La
= [bLa

(la,q(0)),… ,bLa
(la,q(Lq−1))].

(38)�
La

a = cov(QLa

a
)=PaB̂

Lq

La
(B̂

Lq

La
)H .

(39)z�
e
∼ (0N ,(Pb|ga|

2
2
+�2

e
)IN),

(40)z̃e =ANG−1
a

BNz�
e
.

(41)a,z =a,w∪a,q ={la,z(0),… ,la,z(La−1)}.

(42)z̄La = Ā
La

N
G−1

a
BNz�

e
,

(43)Z̄e =BLa
z̄La =BLa

Ā
La

N
G−1

a
BNz�

e
,

(44)De,a =BLa
Ā

La

N
,

(45)Se,a =
(

Pb
|

|

ga
|

|

2

2
+�2

e

)

(

GaGH
a

)−2
.

(46)Ȳe = C̄
La

Ma
Wa+QLa

a
+ Z̄e,
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where CLa

Ma
 and ULa

a
 are given, respectively, as 

 

Notably, Ca(a,e,a, Ga) represents the minimum trans-
mission rate of wa required at Alice for preventing Eve from 
recovering wa. In other words, Eve cannot decode the confi-
dential information carried by wa even if it receives xa, as long 
as Alice transmits wa at a rate larger than Ca(a,e,a, Ga). 
This indicates that the smaller the value of Ca(a,e,a, Ga),  
the easier it is to prevent eavesdropping on the confidential 
information transmitted by Alice.

Figure 5 shows Ca(a,e,a, Ga) with respect to various val-
ues of La and Lw. To obtain these example results, it is assumed 
that N = 256, Ma = 128, and Ga = IN. To focus on the discrep-
ancy between a and e,a reflected by Lw, it is also assumed that 
gb = 0, that is, no CCI owing to the in‐band STR of Bob.4  
Furthermore, Pa and �2

e
 are set such that Pa∕�

2
e
= 30 dB.

It is observed that Ca(a,e,a, Ga) is maximized when 
La = Lw = Ma, that is, Eve perfectly knows where wa is lo-
cated within xa and all data information of Alice is thus tapped 
by Eve. When the discrepancy between a and e,a occurs, 
that is, La ≠ Ma or Lw ≠ Ma, it is shown that Ca(a,e,a, Ga) 
decreases with a decrease in Lw and/or an increase in La. In 
particular, the increase in La is observed to have a greater 
effect on the decrease in Ca(a,e,a, Ga) than the decrease in 
Lw. Furthermore, Ca(a,e,a, Ga) becomes sufficiently close 
to zero with a sufficiently small La and/or Lw.

5 |  SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we simulate the information leakage from the 
transmissions of Alice and Bob to Eve with respect to the 
location of Eve. On a two‐dimensional plane, Alice and Bob 
are assumed to be located at (−50, 0) and (50, 0), respec-
tively, where the distance between the two locations (x1, y1) 
and (x2, y2) is given by 

√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 in meters. 
For each position of Eve on the network, the information 
leakage is measured by Ca(a,e,a, Ga) and Cb(b,e,b, Gb) 
given in (47).5 

The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2. 
The wireless channels in the network are all assumed to be 
time‐invariant frequency‐flat channels in which the received 
power of a signal is affected only by the distance‐dependent 
signal power attenuation. Using the parameters given in 
Table 2, hab and hba are modeled as hab = hba = �d−�

ab
�(n), 

where δ(n) represents the unit sample function, given by 

Accordingly, we have Hab = Hba = �d−�
ab

IN. Furthermore, 
ga and gb are given by ga = �d−�

ae
�(n) and gb = �d−�

be
�(n), 

respectively, where dae and dbe represent the distances from 
Alice and Bob to Eve in meters, respectively. Accordingly, 
we also have Ga = �d−�

ae
IN and Gb = �d−�

be
IN.

For each position of Eve on the two‐dimensional plane, 
Figures 6‒8 show Ca(a,e,a, Ga) (left) and Cb(b,e,b, Gb) 
(right) in bps/Hz. In these figures, the red square and 
the blue circle represent Alice and Bob, respectively. As 
shown in Table 2, we consider three values of Mb, that is, 
Mb = 128 (Figure 6), 256 (Figure 7), and 384 (Figure 8), 
whereas Ma is fixed at 512. By setting La = Lb = N with 
e,a = e,b = {0, … , N − 1}, Eve is assumed to receive all 
the data samples transmitted by both Alice and Bob.

Note that Ca(a,e,a, Ga) and Cb(b,e,b, Gb) represent 
the minimum transmission rates of wa and wb required to 
prevent Eve from restoring the confidential information con-
tained in wa and wb, respectively. For example, in Figure 6, 
when located at (50, 40), Eve cannot recover the confiden-
tial information in wa and wb, unless the transmission rates 
of wa and wb are smaller than 0.05 bps/Hz and 0.3 bps/Hz, 
respectively.

The Tx signal of Alice is protected only by the CCI that 
occurs at Eve owing to the in‐band STR of Bob, because 
the jamming samples are not inserted in xa. As shown in 
the left sides of Figures 6‒8, Ca(a,e,a, Ga) is very small 
when Eve is located close to Bob because the CCI at Eve 

(47)Ca

(

a,e,a,Ga

)

= log2

(

|

|

|

ILa
+PaC

La

Ma

(

ULa

a

)−1
|

|

|

)

,

(48)C
La

Ma
= C̄

La

Ma

(

C̄
La

Ma

)H

,

(49)ULa

a
=PaB̂

Lq

La

(

B̂
Lq

La

)H

+De,aSe,aDH
e,a

.

4 The case where gb is not a zero vector and thus interference from the 
transmission of Bob is received at Eve is considered in the next section.

5 Although only Ca(a,e,a, Ga) is shown in (47), Cb(b,e,b, Gb) 
can also be obtained in exactly the same way as Ca(a,e,a, Ga) is 
obtained.

(50)�(n)=

{

1, if n=0,

0, otherwise.

F I G U R E  5  Ca(a,e,a, Ga) with respect to various values of La 
and L

w
 for N = 256, Ma = 128, and Ga = I
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is sufficiently strong. However, when Eve is located close 
to Alice, Ca(a,e,a, Ga) has a very large value because the 
CCI at Eve becomes negligible. In this case, Alice should 
encode wa at an impractically high information rate to prevent 
eavesdropping by Eve.

In contrast, the Tx signal of Bob is protected not only by 
the CCI that occurs at Eve owing to the in‐band STR of Alice, 
but also by the jamming samples inserted in xb. When Eve is 
close to Alice, the CCI occurring at Eve is very strong and 
thus substantially decreases Cb(b,e,b, Gb), as shown in the 
right sides of Figures 6‒8. However, when Eve is close to 
Bob, Cb(b,e,b, Gb) remains small owing to the jamming 
samples inserted in xb despite the negligible effect of the 
CCI, unlike the Ca(a,e,a, Ga) obtained when Eve is close 
to Alice. Furthermore, at a given location of Eve near Bob, 
Cb(b,e,b, Gb) decreases with an increase in Mb. This is 
because the smaller the value of Mb, the more jamming sam-
ples are inserted into xb, making it more difficult for Eve to 

decode and eavesdrop on the confidential information trans-
mitted by Bob.

Note that both Ca(a,e,a, Ga) and Cb(b,e,b, Gb) are 
small when Eve is close to Bob, even though the jamming 
samples are not inserted in xa. This indicates that, when Eve 
is close to Bob and the traffic required at Alice and Bob is 
given such that Ma = N and Mb < N, the confidential infor-
mation transmitted by Alice and Bob is simultaneously pro-
tected from eavesdropping, without loss of their respective 
data rates.

Remark  Note that the setup used in these simulations de-
scribes a simplified representation of typical small‐cell envi-
ronments, in which Alice and Bob correspond to a small‐cell 
base station (BS) and user equipment (UE), respectively. In a 
typical cellular environment (including that with small‐cells), 
not only is the DL traffic much greater than the UL traffic, 
but the security for UL data is also more emphasized. This 
is because UL data often contain private information for, 
for example, authentication. Furthermore, eavesdroppers are 
more likely to be located closer to the UE than to the BS. In 
a small‐cell environment where an eavesdropper is located 
near the UE, the simulation results show the effectiveness of 
ST‐jamming in protecting the confidential information in the 
UL and DL, without loss of data rate in the DL.

6 |  CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a scheme referred to as ST‐jam-
ming, which enhances PHYSEC given the asymmetry of 
traffic in BD‐IFD communication. We first studied the gen-
eration of a transmit signal including both the data samples 
and jamming samples. We then described a scheme to decode 

T A B L E  2  Simulation parameters

Tx powers of Alice (Pa) 24 dBm

Tx powers of Bob (Pb) 23 dBm

Powers of Rx noise (�a, �b, and �e) −101 dBma

Distance between Alice and Bob (dab) 100 meter

Signal power attenuation at reference distance 
1 m (θ)

−30 dB

Pathloss exponent (α) 4

Sample length of a time‐domain symbol (N) 512

Number of data constellations/Tx at Alice (Ma) 512

Number of data constellations/Tx at Bob(Mb) 128, 256, 384
aThe channel bandwidth and the noise spectral density are assumed to be 
20 MHz and −174 dBm/Hz, respectively.

F I G U R E  6  Ca(a,e,a, Ga) (left) and Cb(b,e,b, Gb) (right) with respect to the location of Eve, when Mb = 128
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the legitimate information by removing the jamming sam-
ples. The information leakage at the eavesdropper was ana-
lyzed by investigating the MI between the Tx signals of the 
legitimate users and the Rx signal at the eavesdropper. The 
simulation results showed that the proposed ST‐jamming is 
effective to prevent eavesdropping on the confidential infor-
mation of legitimate users without loss of their respective 
data rate, when practical traffic asymmetry is given.

Based on the works presented in this paper, we can visu-
alized the following future research directions: First, we can 
consider a scenario with multiple pairs of legitimate users 
all or a part of which operate with IFD. In this case, the 
management of CCI between legitimate users will be one of 
the most important technical issues because it can severely 

degrade the data transmission performance of the legitimate 
users. In addition, we can also consider a case in which the 
legitimate users and/or eavesdropper(s) are equipped with 
multiple antennas. For the legitimate users, interference 
alignment for CCI management between the legitimate users 
and multiantenna signal processing for secrecy enhancement 
will be interesting research topics. Furthermore, it is neces-
sary to study multi‐antenna transmission techniques for the 
legitimate users to improve secrecy performance because the 
multi‐antenna signal processing at the eavesdropper may mit-
igate the effect of jamming. Finally, the secrecy performance 
of the proposed scheme and its extension in the presence of 
multiple eavesdroppers with/without colluding in the net-
work may be studied.
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F I G U R E  8  Ca(a,e,a, Ga) (left) and Cb(b,e,b, Gb) (right) with respect to the location of Eve, when Mb = 384
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